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AbstractTraditionally packet switching networks have supported only best-e�ort tra�c. Newerapplications need communication services that allow end clients to transport data withperformance guarantees given in terms of delay, delay variation, bandwidth, and lossrate. The choice of the packet scheduling algorithm to be used at switching nodes isvery crucial to provide the quality of serviceWe have conducted a literature survey covering various scheduling disciplinesthat can be used to provide performance guarantees to clients. In this thesis, wehave compared select scheduling disciplines in an experimental study using simula-tion. Weighed fair queueing, Class based queueing, and Rate-controlled static priorityqueueing, are the scheduling disciplines chosen for the study. The tra�c types usedin the study are CBR, VBR, ABR and UBR ows. For real-time ows used in theexperiments, tra�c source models for audio and video tra�c were used as candidatesfor CBR and VBR ows. An extension of RCSP for using a new tra�c model has beendesigned and experimented. We have also studied the use of RCSP for schedulingreal-time ows in a link-sharing paradigm that uses CBQ.Several experiments were conducted using the simulation test-bed for comparingthe performance of the scheduling disciplines when serving various tra�c mixes ofCBR, VBR, ABR, and UBR ows. The conclusions from these experiments havebeen presented.
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Chapter 1
IntroductionThere have been vast improvements in computer and communication technologies.Computers using faster processors along with high speed, high bandwidth networksintroduce opportunities for a whole new range of network applications.Traditional computer networks have supported applications like remote terminals,�le transfer, and exchange of text messages(e-mail). In today's networks there is aneed to support multimedia applications like video conferencing, Internet telephonyand broadcast audio and video. For these applications, data is encoded and trans-mitted as packets, and delays in packet arrivals at the receiver introduce gaps intothe decoded output, adversely a�ecting the quality. Hence, in addition to bandwidth,these applications require guarantees on packet delay and delay variations. If a packetreaches too late, it is as good as lost.Another issue is that of jitter control. Jitter is used to de�ne the distortionintroduced into a tra�c pattern along the path to the destination. In the literature,two de�nitions of jitter are used, rate jitter and delay jitter. Rate jitter is de�ned tobe the maximum number of packets received in a averaging interval. Delay jitter isde�ned to be maximum di�erence between the delays experienced by any two packetson the same connection. While delay jitter captures the maximum delay variation,the rate jitter parameter captures the maximum length of a burst of data that mayneed to be stored before being decoded at the receiver.The requirements for real-time tra�c are summarized as follows� Minimum bandwidth guarantee� Maximum bound on packet delay 1



� Maximum bound on rate jitter or delay jitter� Maximum bound on packet lossesWhile a circuit switched network can provide performance guarantees, it is veryinexible and wasteful of network resources. Packet switching on the other-handprovides a exible environment for sharing of network resources. Traditionally, datatra�c was treated as best-e�ort tra�c, hence was easily accommodated into packetswitching networks. Real-time tra�c requirements along with the need to utilizenetwork resources e�ectively provides new challenges in the design of packet switchingnetworks.The approach to provide real-time services in packet switching networks can bebriey outlined as follows. When a real-time channel is to be established a request issent to the underlying network about the requirements of the channel. The networkcannot make these guarantees unless it has some idea on characteristics of the tra�carrival pattern. While it di�cult to give an exact characterization of the tra�c, tra�cspeci�cations can provide some information on the nature of the tra�c. The speci�-cations include an average packet arrival rate over an averaging interval. In additionto average rate some speci�cations give a peak rate, or a maximum burst size. Thenetwork uses an connection admission control procedure to determine if it can indeedsatisfy the requirements of the channel without a�ecting the performance guaran-tees promised to existing real-time channels. The network then commits necessaryresources to the real-time channel.In a packet switching network, packets from di�erent connections will interactwith each other at each switch; without proper control, these interactions may ad-versely a�ect the performance experienced by clients. The scheduling disciplines atthe switching nodes, which control the order in which packets are serviced, determinehow packets from di�erent connections interact with each other.Using simple FIFO scheduling at routers would not be suitable for providingperformance guarantees to ows as it would lead to very ine�cient use of networkresources. New scheduling disciplines have been designed with an aim at providingdi�erent quality of service to di�erent connections. While these disciplines may havebeen individually tested upon to experimentally verify their requirements, our goalin this thesis is to provide a common platform for comparing the performance ofthe scheduling disciplines. We use a simulation test-bed in which these schedulingdisciplines are implemented for scheduling packets at routers. Modeled audio and2



video sources are used for generating real-time tra�c. We study the performance ofthe scheduling disciplines in various scenarios when servicing di�erent tra�c mixes.A survey of various scheduling disciplines is presented in Chapter 2 . In theChapter 3 we discuss about the network simulator that has been used for studyingthe scheduling disciplines. We present the implementations of existing schedulingdisciplines and the ones that have been added, and discuss modeling of video sources.In Chapter 4 we present results of the experiments that have been conducted tocompare the performance of the scheduling disciplines. We conclude with Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Scheduling DisciplinesAn extensive survey of scheduling disciplines was conducted. In this chapter wepresent various scheduling disciplines which can be used to provide performance guar-antees to ows.2.1 VirtualClockLixia Zhang [23] proposed the VirtualClock algorithm designed for data tra�c controlin high speed networks. The algorithm maintains the statistical multiplexing exibil-ity of packet switching while ensuring each data ow its reserved average throughputrate at the same time. End-to-end delay guarantees can be provided to sources thatare Leaky Bucket [18] constrained.The algorithm supports diverse throughput requirements from various applica-tions. It monitors ows, provides measurement input to other network control func-tions, and builds �rewalls among ows such that their interaction at the queue doesnot a�ect individual ows.The basic idea behind the algorithm was inspired by the Time Division Multi-plexing (TDM) system. In a TDM system, channels can transmit during speci�cslots of time, which are assigned to them based on a �xed bandwidth allocation. Insuch a system, if a ow has no data to send during its slot the capacity is wasted.The algorithm uses a virtual clock instead of the real clock, and tries to retain theadvantage of statistical multiplexing in packet switching, but make possible averagerate allocations with �rewalls between ows.4



Using the idea of TDM, the algorithmmaintains a VirtualClock for each data ow.The VirtualClock, V irtualClocki, assigned to flowi ticks at every packet arrival. Aow that is assigned a rate, ARi, ticks at a rate proportional to 1=ARi, based on thepacket size, provided that the sources packets arrive according to the speci�ed rate.Packets are stamped with the V irtualClocki value, and transmitted in the order ofthe assigned time stamps. This system is work conserving as it merely orders packetsbased on time stamps, and picks packets for service as long as resources are available.A ow's VirtualClock acts as a meter driven by packet arrivals, and can be usedto monitor ows. If the V irtualClocki is growing faster than the real clock then theow is sending packets faster than the speci�ed rate, and if V irtualClocki is less thanthe real clock the ow is sending packets slower than the speci�ed rate. Flows can bemonitored at speci�ed time intervals(AIi) to check if they are sending too fast. Whilechoosing a very small value for the interval would mean complete lack of exibilityfor a ow to send at momentarily higher rates, choosing a larger value would allow aow to send too many packets before the interval expires. To overcome the di�cultyin arriving at an appropriate value for a time interval it is chosen to monitor a owonce every AIRi(AIi � ARi) number of packets have arrived.A ow exceeding its speci�ed rate can manage to send as many as AIRi pack-ets without being considered as misbehaving. Once it has sent AIRi packets, ifV irtualClocki is greater then real time then the ow would be noted as misbehaving.As packets are ordered according to time stamps, the VirtualClock of a misbehavingow will run too fast and its packets will �nd themselves at the end of the servicequeue. In addition, some control measures need be taken. For example, a certainnumber of control messages can be sent to each misbehaving ow requesting it toslow down, but if no change is observed in the behaviour the switch may simplychoose to stop giving priority treatment to these ows by removing them from theow table.If after sending AIRi packets, V irtualClocki is going too slow, it is reinitializedto the real clock value. This is needed to prevent ows from accumulating too manycredits, having a potential to send big bursts, and posing danger to other ows.Simulation experiments had shown that ows which remain idle for some time cansend a burst and cause an increase in queueing delays for other ows. This can happenbefore AIRi number of packets are received from a ow. To overcome this scenarioan auxiliary virtual clock auxV C is used. There is one auxiliary virtual clock foreach ow. The auxV C is used to time stamp the packets, whereas, the VirtualClock5



of individual ows continue to meter individual ows. The di�erence between thetwo is that while a slow VirtualClock is reset to real time only after receiving AIRipackets, the auxV C is maintained to be above real time upon receiving every packet.With respect to monitoring of ows, VirtualClock, as has been discussed, allows someexibility for ows to send packets at higher rates for short durations by accumulationof credits. However, using auxV C to timestamp packets would ensure that while owscan still accumulate credits, such accumulations will not a�ect the queueing delaysof other ows.The mechanism used to provide priorities to ows is by giving a lead of a cer-tain amount P to its VirtualClock. Hence, packets will be stamped with a smallerV irtualClocki value and will be chosen prior to other packets.The algorithm can be summarized as follows:� Upon receiving the �rst packet from flowi, V irtualClocki  real time.� Upon receiving each packet from flowi,1. auxV C  max(real time, auxV C).2. V irtualClocki  V irtualClocki + V tick, auxV C  auxV C + V tick3. Stamp the packet with auxV C value.� Transmit packets by the order of increasing time stamp values.� Upon receiving each set of AIRi packets from flowiif (V irtualClocki� real time) > threshold, control actions should be taken.if (V irtualClocki < real time), V irtualClocki  real time.The VirtualClock algorithm provides a mechanism for allocating bandwidth toows. Its design ensures that ows do not su�er due to misbehaving sources. LeakyBucket constrained sources can be guaranteed a worst-case end-to-end delay.2.2 Weighted Fair QueueingWith uniform processor sharing, at a given instant, there is a set of N non-emptyFIFO queues waiting to be served. During any time interval the server serves all6



N packets at the head of these queues simultaneously, each at a rate of 1=Nth ofthe link speed. Generalized Processor Sharing(GPS) is a generalization of uniformprocessor sharing which allows di�erent connections to have di�erent service shares.Fluid Fair Queueing(FFQ) is an alternative name for GPS. To understand how FFQworks one can image the link as a pipe in which di�erent ows are assigned speci�cfractions of the pipe's cross sectional area. The total cross sectional area is the link'sbandwidth r. The fraction of area reserved for a ow i depends on the weight, �i,assigned to the ow. The fraction of the area changes dynamically as the set of owscurrently in transit change. The area is shared among the ows currently in transitin proportion to their assigned weights. The generalized processor sharing scheme iswork conserving. A session in transit is said to be backlogged at time t if it has apackets queued for service. Let Si(�; t) be the session i tra�c served in the interval(�; t]. Under the GPS scheme we haveSi(�; t)Sj(�; t) � �i�j ; j = 1; 2; � � � ; N (1)for any session i that is continuously backlogged in the interval (�; t].Summing over all sessions j:Si(�; t)Xj �j � (t� �)r�i (2)hence a session i is guaranteed a rate ofgi = �iPj �j r (3)If we de�ne ri to be the average rate of session i, then as long as ri � gi, thesession can be guaranteed a throughput gi. Session i's backlog will be cleared at arate � gi. The delay of a session i bit arriving at a time t can be bounded as afunction of session i's queue length. These throughput and delay bound guaranteesare independent of the queues and arrivals of other sessions. Assigning real numbersas needed in choosing the values of �i gives good exibility of resource allocation.Though GPS has these attractive properties, it is, however, not amenable toimplementation. GPS works on the assumptions that ows can be in�nitely divisible,and that multiple ows can be simultaneously serviced. Both these assumptionsdo not hold in practice where only one session can be serviced at a time, and anentire packet is to be served before serving another packet. Demers, Shenker and7



Keshav �rst proposed an approximation of GPS calledWeighted Fair Queueing(WFQ)which is practically implementable. The same scheme was further studied by Parekhand Gallager [16], [17], under the name of Packet-by-packet GPS(PGPS), in thecontext of integrated services networks. Their main contribution was in combiningthe mechanism with Leaky Bucket admission control in order to provide performanceguarantees in terms of both throughput and delay. The PGPS scheme is exible inthe range of throughput and delay guarantees it can o�er to ows while maintainingthe work conserving nature of the GPS scheme.The PGPS scheme is based on the time the packets �nish service under the GPSscheme. Let Fp be the time when a packet p �nishes service under the GPS scheme.The PGPS is an approximation of the GPS scheme that services packets in the orderof increasing Fp. However, it is possible that by the time the server is free to pick thenext packet for service, the packet that would have the next smallest Fp under theGPS scheme may not have arrived. Consequently, the scheme cannot be both workconserving, and serve in increasing order of Fp. According to the PGPS scheme, theserver picks the next packet to �nish service under GPS if no packets were to arriveafter it.Despite this shortcoming the PGPS approximation has been shown [16] to be veryclose in behaviour to the GPS scheme. The following points have been proved.1. For all packets waiting to be served at any time � , the order in which the packetswill �nish service under the GPS and the PGPS scheme will be the same.2. Let F̂p be the time at which packet �nishes service under PGPS. Then, F̂p -Fp � Lmaxr , where Lmax is the maximum packet length. The service completiontime for a packet under the PGPS scheme never lags behind that in case of theGPS scheme by a value more than the time it takes to service a maximum sizepacket.3. Let Ŝi(t; �) be the amount of session i tra�c in bits served under PGPS. Forall times � and all sessions i, Si(0; �) � Ŝi(0; �) � Lmax. For the amount oftra�c served under the two schemes, the PGPS scheme never lags behind theGPS scheme by a value more than the maximum size packet. Consequently,the backlog in case of PGPS will never exceed the backlog in case of GPS by avalue more than the maximum size packet.8



2.2.1 VirtualClock versus WFQBoth the VirtualClock algorithm and the WFQ algorithm use time stamping to orderthe packets to be served. While the VirtualClock algorithm assigns time stamps topackets based on a static TDM system, the WFQ algorithm assigns time stampsbased on the GPS scheme. When using the VirtualClock algorithm, the entire arrivalhistory of a session is summarized by the variable auxV C. In such a setup, once aconnection misbehaves, it may be punished regardless of whether such a misbehavioura�ects the performance of other connections.Consider an example where two sessions, S1 and S2, are being served, and bothare allocated equal rates. Let S2 be idle for an initial duration when S1 sends attwice the allocated rate. In the case of using the VirtualClock algorithm, since onlypackets of S1 are served, the auxV C of S1 ticks at twice the rate of real clock whilethe the auxV C of S2 ticks at the rate of the real clock. When packets of S2 startarriving, auxV C of S1 will be ahead of real clock, and S1's packets will be punishedas higher values of the time stamps assigned to them will put them behind in theservice queue. Hence, S1 being served at a higher rate did not a�ect S2, nevertheless,it is punished for utilizing unused bandwidth. In case of WFQ, the �nish time of apacket, on its arrival, is calculated based only on the sessions that currently have abacklog. Hence, when S2 is idle, S1 can occupy the complete bandwidth, but once S2starts sending, the bandwidth is shared equally among the two sessions.2.2.2 WF2QGPS based schemes have been used in the context of feedback based congestioncontrol. A source constantly samples feedback from receiver in order to check forsymptoms of network congestion. The source controls the rate at it which it admitspackets into the network by reacting appropriately to these symptoms. Misbehavingsources might try to take advantage of network resources by sending packets dis-regarding, or otherwise simply ignoring symptoms of congestion. Fair allocation ofbandwidth at queueing points would ensure that such misbehaving sources do nothog up the network resources. The GPS discipline o�ers fair allocation of bandwidthand protection from misbehaving sources. Robust congestion control algorithms canbe built based on the more accurate measurement and protection provided by a GPSlike servicing discipline. 9



It has been shown that delay of any packet in the PGPS scheme as compared toits delay in the GPS discipline is no greater than the transmission time of one packet.In terms of service rate, the PGPS discipline does not fall behind the correspondingGPS discipline by more than one max packet size. PGPS was considered as the bestway of approximating the GPS scheme. It was later found by Bennet and Zhang [1],contrary to popular belief, that large discrepancies can occur between behaviour ofthe GPS scheme and the PGPS scheme. They found that while no ow can lag behindtoo much, but particular ows can be signi�cantly ahead.An ExampleTo understand di�erence in the behaviour of the two systems, we can consider theexample in Figure 2.1. At time 0, there are six sessions which have backlogs to beserviced by the queueing discipline. Assume that the link serves unit size packets ata rate of 1bps. Session 1 is guaranteed a rate of 0.5, and the remaining 5 sessionsare guaranteed a rate of 0.1. Let the arrival pattern of the packets be as shown inFigure 2.1. Session 1 arrival pattern shows 6 back to back packets, and the remainingsessions have one packet in their respective queues.According to the GPS scheme, for the given arrival pattern, packets of Session 1�nish service at times 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 11, and packets of the remaining sessions�nish service at time 10. PGPS picks packets for service in the order of their �nishingtime in the GPS discipline. The initial 5 packets of Session 1, having a �nishing timeless than or equal to the �nishing time of packets from other sessions, are chosen byPGPS to be served back-to-back. However, the 6th packet, having a �nishing timeafter the other packets, is sent following the packets of the other sessions. There isa conict in serving the packets of other sessions as they have the same �nish times.Resolving this contention by giving higher priority to sessions with a lower sessionnumber gives a service order as shown in Figure 2.2. It can be noticed that servicecompletion time for packets of session 1 under the PGPS discipline is far ahead whencompared to that of the GPS discipline. In addition to this, a big gap results betweenthe end of transmission of the 5th packet and the begin of transmission of the 6thpacket.In a simple feedback based scheme two back-to-back packets are sent and the dif-ference in the arrival times of their acknowledgements is used to gauge the bandwidthavailable to a session. Keshav [14] proposed a packet-pair algorithm that uses such10
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The New ApproachBennet and Zhang [1] proposed a new approximation to the GPS service disciplinecalled Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queueing(WF2Q). This service discipline sharesboth the bounded delay and the worst case fairness properties of the GPS discipline.They noted that the problem in PGPS is due to the fact that service of a packetcan start earlier than its start time in the GPS. While PGPS selects the next packetto service among all available packets, the WF2Q scheme selects the next packets toservice among a subset of the available packets. When picking the next packet forservice, WF2Q considers only the set of packets whose service would have started inthe corresponding GPS scheme. Among the packets in this set it chooses that packetwhich will �nish service �rst under GPS as the next packet to be serviced. The serviceorder for the sessions with arrival pattern as shown in Figure 2.1 will be as shown inFigure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: WF2Q Service OrderMany useful properties of PGPS are retained by WF2Q. Like in the case of PGPS,the worst-case delay bounds for packets in uid GPS and WF2Q system di�er by nomore than the time to service a single packet of maximum size. For any session,the service rate in terms of the bits served by WF2Q does not lag behind the uidGPS system by any value greater than the maximum packet size. Consequently, thebacklog of any session will not exceed its backlog in GPS by a value greater themaximum packet size. In addition to these properties, while PGPS can be quiteahead of the GPS system, WF2Q cannot go ahead of GPS by more than a fraction ofthe maximum packet size. Since the service provided can be neither far behind nortoo far ahead, WF2Q provides a service almost identical with GPS system.12



To summarize, in this section we have presented the ideal GPS scheme and itstwo practical approximations WFQ and WF2Q. Though both schemes have the sameworst case delay for packets, WF2Q approximates GPS more closely than WFQ. Theseschemes can be used to allocate bandwidth to ows, and along with leaky bucketadmission control they can also be used to provide end-to-end delay guarantees.2.3 Deadline Based SchedulingIn a scheme presented for real-time channel establishment in wide area networks, ascheduling discipline based on Earliest Due Date principle was proposed by Ferrariand Verma [6]. A real-time channel between two nodes is characterized by parametersrepresenting the performance requirements of the ow. The proposed scheme providesfor establishment of real-time channels giving guarantees to ows in terms of boundson the minimum data rate, maximum packet delay, and a maximum packet loss rate.The solution proposed works in conjunction with a channel establishment pro-cedure, scheduling policies, and ow control policies. Clients specify their tra�ccharacteristics using the parameters (Xmin; Xave; I; Pmax). Xmin is minimum packetinter-arrival time. Xave is the average packet inter-arrival time over an average in-terval I. Pmax is maximum packet size. Channels can be either deterministic orstatistical in nature. A deterministic channel expects an absolute source to destina-tion delay bound D, whereas a statistical channel expects the source to destinationdelay bound of D to be satis�ed with a probability greater than Z.Channel EstablishmentA fast channel establishment procedure has been proposed which requires one roundtrip time of a packet. The goal of the procedure is to break up the end-to-end delaybound Di of channel i into local delay bounds di;j at each intermediate node j. Thelocal bounds are computed so that, if node j can assure that no packet will be delayedlocally beyond bound di;j, the end-to-end delay bound Di can be met. A suggestedvalue for the local delay bound is included by each node in the establishment requestduring its forward trip. The destination does the �nal allocation of the local delaybounds. It may relax the local delay bounds ensuring that the end-to-end delay boundis still satis�ed. A su�ciency check for the bu�er space, committed by intermediate13



nodes, is also conducted by the destination. Relaxation of the committed bu�er spacemay also be possible. These relaxations can take e�ect when the node �nally commitsthe resources during the establishment message's return trip. Tests are conducted bythe nodes during the request message's forward trip, if it can, indeed, support therequested connection. These tests are to check whether the required bandwidth,delay bounds and bu�er space can be provided by the node without jeopardizing theperformance guarantees given to already established channels. If tests fail, messagecan be sent back either to the sender that may choose to wait or try another path,or to an intermediate node that can forward the message through another path. Onthe return trip, after an unsuccessful test, the nodes that have tentatively reservedthe resources can free them for use by further requests.SchedulingThe scheduling mechanism proposed as a part of the solution is deadline basedscheduling. Each arriving packet of a real-time channel is assigned a deadline. Thepackets are scheduled in the order of increasing deadline. In case of a conict, prior-ity is give to deterministic over statistical channels. Packets belonging to best e�orttra�c and other tasks of node have lower priority. Local tasks are pre-emptible byreal-time packets. Three queues are maintained at the scheduler. The �rst queuecontains the packets belonging to deterministic channels, the second queue containspackets belonging to the statistical channels. All other types of packets and nodeactivities are in the third queue. Each packet that arrives is given a deadline, whichis the time by which it is to be serviced. Let di;n be the local delay bound assignedto channel i in node n. A packet arriving at time t0 will be assigned a node deadlineequal to t0+di;n. The deadline may be reduced if it overlaps with the deadline of someother deterministic packet. The queues are ordered on increasing values of deadlines.When the scheduler is free to select the next packet, it compares the deadline of apacket at the head of the statistical queue with the beginning time(deadline - servicetime) of the packet at the head of the deterministic queue. If the service begin timeof the deterministic packet is less when compared to the service end time of the sta-tistical packet, the deterministic packet is selected for service. If this is not the case,a similar check is done comparing the packet at the head of the statistical queue andthe packet at the head of the third queue.14



Rate controlIn a rate based ow control scheme the sender controls its packet sending rate basedon its knowledge of the characteristics of the receiver and those of the channel path.The receiver needs to check whether it will be able to accept packets at the ratedeclared by the receiver. A malicious user could circumvent this rate based owcontrol by sending at a higher rate than the declared 1=Xmin. This may also be dueto some failure at the sending host. Such a scenario may prevent the satisfaction ofdelay bounds guaranteed to other clients of the real-time service. One solution to thisproblem is to provide rate control by increasing the deadlines of o�ending packets todelay them on heavily loaded nodes. If bu�er space is limited such packets may alsobe dropped at the node. The deadline assigned to the o�ending packet would equalthe deadline that the packet would have if it had obeyed the (Xmin; Xave; I; Pmax)characteristics declared at connection establishment. As a consequence of this ratecontrol scheme, an intermediate node can assume that the clients are obeying thepromised tra�c speci�cations even when two packets sent at an interval longer thanor equal to Xmin by the client come close together due to network load uctuations.A server employing these mechanisms of rate control, scheduling and admissioncontrol will ensure that no packet along a channel will spend more than its delaybound in the node, provided that the channel does not send packets faster than itsspeci�ed rate. These local delay bounds make sure that packets can be providedcorresponding end-to-end delay bounds. It is also ensured that the network nodescan provide bu�er space to prevent any packet losses.2.3.1 Controlling Delay JitterThe server used for providing real-time service is called a bounded delay server. Thisserver can be extended as suggested in [19], to provide delay jitter guarantees. Thenew scheme attempts at providing jitter bound to a real-time connection which isequal to the delay bound at the last node in the channel's path. This is achievedby faithfully preserving the original arrival pattern at the last bounded delay nodeon the channel's path as it was at the entrance of the network. Each node performstwo functions, the �rst function is to reconstruct and preserve the original arrivalpattern of the channel, the second function is to ensure not to disturb the patterntoo much so that it is possible to be reconstructed at the next downstream node.15



Such a reconstruction of arrival pattern can be made by breaking the server into aset of regulators, one per channel and a bounded delay server. The function of theregulator is to absorb delay jitter introduced by the upstream neighbour. Bounding ofdelay jitter requires the clients to specify the end-to-end delay jitter bound J for thechannels packets, in addition to the end-to-end delay and bu�er space requirements.
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Bounded Delay ServerFigure 2.4: The node model for jitter controlThe channel establishment in this case is similar to the one previously discussed.Every node o�ers a suggested value for the local delay bound di;n and the local delayjitter bound ji;n. Usually this value will be equal to the local delay bound. A testis performed during the forward trip of the channel establishment message to obtainthe value of the least possible jitter a node can provide. The space requirement checkat nodes in this case is di�erent from the previous scheme in that in addition tochecking if there is enough bu�er space in order to provide the local delay bound,there has to be bu�er space to absorb jitter introduced by the upstream neighbourand reconstruct the original arrival pattern. The next check is whether the �nal nodecan provide a delay jitter ji;N � Ji.The scheduling policy used in the jitter scheme is same as earlier. A new ratecontrol algorithm is used at the newly introduced regulators. The bounded delayserver performs an additional task of including in each packet's header the di�erencebetween the instant the packet is served and the instant it was supposed to be served(packet's deadline). If a packet arrives at t0 after experiencing the maximum possibledelay at the previous node. The packet is assigned a deadline of t0 + di;n and aneligibility time of t0 + di;n � Ji;n. Packets not following the tra�c characterizationare treated as earlier. The time di�erence in the packet header is added to the timea packet is to be held by the regulator before being handed to the scheduler. Thisensures that the channel will behave as if it experienced a constant delay di;n at theprevious node. As a consequence of the regulators, the pattern entering the scheduler16



at every node is the same as the original pattern of packet arrivals in case it has beensatisfying the tra�c characterization.The jitter scheme proposed gives a delay bound same as in the previous case butgives the channel a view of constant delay network element with a delay equal to theend-to-end delay bound Di and the delay jitter bound equal to the delay bound ofthe last node on the channel's path.2.4 Time-frame Based StrategiesIn this section we consider two scheduling disciplines based on time framing strategies.Both these techniques use the notion of a time frame. Starting from a reference pointin time, common to all nodes, the time axis is divided into �xed size periods of lengthT , each such period is called a frame.2.4.1 Stop-and-Go QueueingGolestani [9] proposed a framework based on the stop-and-go queueing to provideloss-free, bounded-delay transmission for real-time channels. The strategy uses theconcept of time frames along with a packet admission policy and a service discipline,stop-and-go queueing, at the switching nodes.The admission policy used in the framework needs a ow to be (r; T ) smooth.A ow is said to be (r; T ) smooth if in each frame of length T the received packetshave a collective length not exceeding r:T bits. Packets violating this limit are notadmitted till the end of the current frame. If packets of �xed size � are used, a owis (r; T ) smooth if the number of packets that are received is bounded by 1�r:T .Time frames are viewed as traveling with packets from one end of the link to theother. To each frame as viewed at the beginning of a link called a departing framethere corresponds a frame at the receiving end called arriving frame. Accordingly, if�l is the sum of propagation delay of the link and processing delay at the receivingend, arriving frames at the receiving end will be lagging behind their correspondingdeparting frames at the transmitting end by �l.Assume the case where arriving frames at the receiving end are synchronized withdeparting frames, i.e., the delay parameter �l for each link l is a constant multipleof the frame size T . In this case stop-and-go queueing is based on one simple rule.17



Packets arriving in a frame f are always delayed until the beginning of the framefollowing f . Along with the given admission policy it ensures the following� All packets arriving in f will be serviced before the subsequent frame ends.� Each packet ow maintains its (r; T ) smoothness throughout the path to thedestination.� For a link l with capacity Cl, a bu�er space of 2Cl:T will be enough to preventbu�er overow.In practical cases where the delay parameter �l may not be a multiple of T , anadditional delay �l is introduced into each link to make the total delay the nexthighest multiple of T , thereby synchronizing the departing and arriving frames.Stop-and-go queueing does not correspond to any speci�c service discipline forserving packets of di�erent ows within a frame. However, using a service disciplinelike FIFO would simplify the realization of the framework. Stop-and-go queueingused in conjunction with FIFO service discipline is called delayed FIFO queueing.We now consider queueing delays experienced by the packets. If � is the sum of thepropagation and processing delays of the ow path, end-to-end delay of packets canbe represented as �+Q+d. Here, Q+d corresponds to the total queueing delay whereQ represents the constant factor of the delay and d represents a variable factor. For apath with H links traversed by a ow, holding a packet till the beginning of the framethat comes after current arrival frame at each node leads to a constant delay factorof H:T with a possible variation d bounded as �T < d < T . Additionally, delays of�l(< T ) introduced in each node for synchronization leads to another constant delayfactor, bounded by H:T . The total constant end-to-end queueing delay factor Q isbounded as H:T � Q � 2H:T .There is a trade-o� involved between queueing delays and exibility of bandwidthallocation. If all packets have a �xed length �; the incremental step of bandwidthallocation �r, is �r = �T bits=sec:For a given connection which traverses H hops, the queueing delay can be expressedas Q = �H:T18



where � is some constant between 1 and 2 that depends on the ow path. It followsthat �r:Q = �H:�; 1 � � < 2:This equation clearly states that for a �xed source destination route and a �xed packetsize, �r and Q cannot simultaneously be decreased and a reduction in one would leadto a proportional increase in the other. While it is desirable to have less queueingdelay for some connections and hence a small value of frame size T , larger value ofT would allow smaller steps of bandwidth allocation and hence greater exibility inthe allocation. To overcome this trade o� a strategy based on multiple frame typesof di�erent sizes has been designed.Multiple frame sizesA generalization of the framing strategy allows the use of more than one frame size.Consider G di�erent frame sizes T1; T2; : : : ; TG, where Tg is a multiple of Tg+1, Tg =Kg:Tg+1. Connections are set up as type g connections for some g = 1; 2; : : : ; Gassociated with a frame size Tg. In this case, the admission policy would requirethat each type g connection, k, with an allocated transmission rate rk to be (rk; Tg)-smooth. With the current framework, stop-and-go queueing works on the followingrules:1. A type g packet arriving in type g frame f , is delayed until the beginning ofthe type g frame f + 1.2. Any type g packet has non preemptive priority over frames of type g0 whereg0 < g.Assume that the aggregate transmission rate allocated over each link l to all typeg connections, denoted by Cgl satis�es the followingGXg=g0Cgl � Cl � �maxTg0 ; g0 = 2; : : : ; Gwhere �max is the maximum length of packets in the network. It then follows that:1. Any type g packet that has arrived at some link l during a type g frame f , willreceive service before the type g frame following f expires.19



2. The packet stream of each connection which on entry is (rk; Tg) smooth, willremain so throughout the path to the destination.3. A bu�er space of PGg=1 2Cgl :Tp per link l is su�cient to eliminate any bu�eroverow. This value is always less than or equal to 2Cl:T1.The end-to-end delay bound for a type g connection is the same as if the stop-and-go queueing was practiced on a single-frame basis with frame size equal to Tg. Theend-to-delay for a packet can be expressed as � + Qg + dg where Qg is the constantqueueing delay factor and dg is the end-to-end delay jitter. For a ow path traversingH links, these delay factors are bounded as followsH:Tg � Qg < 2H:Tg�Tg < dg < TgFor a constant packet size �, these bounds lead to the conclusion that�rg:Qg = �:H:�; 1 � � < 2:Though this is similar to what was obtained using a single frame type, the couplingbetween the queueing delay and the incremental step of bandwidth allocation nowapplies separately for connections corresponding to di�erent frame types. It is nowsimultaneously possible to assign small queueing delays for connections with a smallframe size, and allocate bandwidth in �ne segments for other connections with largerframe size.Along with provision for ows with performance guarantees and exibility in re-source allocation, best-e�ort tra�c can be accommodated to improve network ef-�ciency. The design also provides for easy implementation in high-speed networkswhere low processing delays are desirable.2.4.2 Hierarchical Round Robin Based SchedulingKalmanek, Kanakia, and Keshav [13] proposed a queue service discipline based onround-robin scheduling to provide rate and jitter guarantees to connections. Usersrequest an average service rate, de�ned over an averaging interval. The concept ofjitter used in this service discipline is a short term average rate de�ned over an aver-aging interval. The interval used in the de�nition of jitter, jitter averaging interval, is20



di�erent from the one used in the de�nition of service rate, and it is typically smaller.Jitter bounds the number of packets that can transmitted in the jitter averaginginterval.The de�nition of jitter used in the service discipline helps in smoothing the outputstream by bounding the short term average rate. In transporting video or voice tra�c,variance in inter-packet gaps at the receiver is handled by using bu�ers to smooth outthe tra�c. In such cases, the main factor a�ecting cost would be the length of theburst that has to be stored before decoding data. This burst length is captured in thede�nition of jitter. While ensuring the average service rate to a stream means that thedecoder gets input data at a minimum data rate, jitter bounds the maximum burstthat needs to be bu�ered. The goals of the scheme are to provide rate guarantees,an upper bound on jitter and the lowest possible delay and packet loss to best-e�orttra�c.The design is presented for a scheduler used on an ATM kind of a network wheredata is transmitted in �xed size units called cells. First, consider the working of anordinary round-robin server for �xed-size cells. Data from each connection is storedin separate data queues. A list of connection identi�ers currently in need of serviceare maintained in a service list. On cell arrival, the connection identi�er value, CID,is added to the service list, ensuring that it is not already there. The server takes aCID from the service list and serves it for some �xed time quanta. The quantum canbe di�erent for di�erent connections. If the data queue corresponding to the CID isnon-empty, the CID is added to the tail of the service list before the server goes onto the next CID in the list.A hierarchical round robin based scheduler is based on re�nements of the basicround-robin server. Transmission on an output link occurs in frames of �xed size. Aframe is measured in time slots, a time slot corresponds to the service time of one cell.The �rst re�nement would be to make the round-robin server to start service throughthe list of CID's once per frame. Once the connections service quantum is served,the CID is returned to the end of the service list. It should be ensured that it is notserviced again in the current frame. One way to ensure this is to maintain two lists,as shown in Figure 2.5, current list which is the list of CID's currently under service,and next list, where the CID's are added. At the end of each frame the two listsare swapped. The second re�nement is to maintain a hierarchy of service lists at theserver, each having a di�erent frame length. The topmost list in the hierarchy has theshortest frame length, and serves connections allocated the highest rate. Best-e�ort21
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Figure 2.5: A Frame based Round Robin Servertra�c is at the bottom in the hierarchy. A list at level i has some number of timeslots, ni, associated with it. On the completion of service of the ni slots associatedwith a list, another round is started through the service list. Some fraction of slotsassociated with each list are allocated to lists lower in the hierarchy. For example,consider a hierarchy of two lists as shown in Figure 2.6, with n1 = 5 and n2 = 6. Of
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Second ListFigure 2.6: A hierarchy of two lists with di�erent frame sizesthe 5 slots associated with the �rst list let 2 slots be allocated to lists lower in thehierarchy. This means that 60% bandwidth can be allocated to connections of the �rstlist and 40% bandwidth can allocated to connections of the second list. The framesize associated with a list is the time between the start of two consecutive rounds ofservice of the list. Frame size for the �rst list is 5 time slots, and for the second listit is 15 time slots as it takes these many time slots, after the start of service of oneround and before starting the next round, to service the 6 slots corresponding to thislist. 22



Service lists are interleaved as follows: Let FTi be the frame time interval at whichthe list i's service starts. After service of bi < ni cells at level i, the ni � bi cells areserved at level i+ 1. Each connection j can have a service quanta aj � 1, number ofcells served from this connection when picked for service. Before a frame expires, ifno CID is left to be served then the best-e�ort server at the bottom of the hierarchy�lls the rest of the frame with best-e�ort tra�c cells.The algorithm guarantees a bandwidth aj=FTi cells/sec to a connection j at leveli. The jitter bound is computed as follows. In the worst case aj cells are served at theend of one frame followed by another aj cells at the beginning of the next frame. Forthe interval during which the cells are sent, the jitter is bounded by 2�aj cells duringone frame time. For computing delay bound at each intermediate node it can be notedthat in the worst case a cell which arrives just after connection j is served may notreceive service till the end of the next frame. Hence, delay is bounded by 2 � FTi. Inaddition to providing rate guarantee, jitter bound, and delay bound, having di�erentframe sizes corresponding to di�erent levels of the hierarchy allows di�erent steps ofbandwidth allocation. Larger frame sizes allow smaller steps of bandwidth allocation.2.5 Rate-Controlled Static Priority QueueingA service discipline by name rate-controlled static priority queueing was designed byZhang and Ferrari [22] to provide guarantees for throughput, delay, delay jitter in aconnection-oriented packet switching network. The key idea in the RCSP server is toseparate rate control and delay control function in its design.An RCSP server is composed of two components, a Rate controller and a StaticPriority scheduler which are responsible for allocating bandwidth and delays to di�er-ent connections respectively. This method of subdivision of the server facilitates thedecoupling of delay and bandwidth allocation. The combination not only simpli�esthe admission control but is also simple to implement.The RCSP server expects each real time connection that needs a particular typeof service to give a speci�cation for the tra�c produced by the source. The networkneeds to allocate resources on a per connection basis. One such speci�cation is the(Xmin; Xave; I; P ) tra�c characterization. Xmin is the minimum packet inter-arrivaltime, Xave is the average packet inter-arrival time over an averaging interval I. P ismaximum packet size for a given connection.23



Conceptually an RCSP server has two components. A rate controller and a staticpriority scheduler as shown in Figure 2.7. The rate controller shapes the input tra�cto the desired tra�c pattern. This is achieved by assigning eligibility times to each realtime packet received. The scheduler's main functionality is to order the transmissionof eligible packets handed over by the rate controller. The rate controller acts likea set of regulators, one per connection. The regulators controls the interactionsbetween switches and eliminates jitter. There are two kinds of regulators, rate jittercontrolling regulator and the delay jitter controlling regulator. While the rate jittercontrolling regulator partially reconstructs the received tra�c pattern at each switch,the delay jitter controlling regulator does a complete reconstruction of the pattern ateach switch.
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method of assigning the eligibility time implies that a packet becomes eligible onlyafter it arrives and that a connection packet eligibility times satis�es the given tra�ccharacterization, (Xmin; Xave; I).The delay jitter controlling regulator assigns eligibility times based on the eligi-bility time of the same packet at the upstream switch. Eligibility time of a packet iscalculated as follows. ET k0 = AT k0ET kj = ET kj�1 + dj�1 + �j�1;jdj is the delay bound or maximum waiting time at the scheduler of switch j�1. �j�1;jis the propagation delay between switch j � 1 and switch j. Thus a packet is nevereligible before its arrival. Another implication is that ET k+1j �ET kj = AT k+10 �AT k0 ,i.e., the tra�c pattern of the connection is fully reconstructed at the output of theregulator of every switch. Provided the input tra�c obeys the tra�c speci�cation atthe entrance of the network, it will obey the tra�c speci�cation at the output of theregulator of each switch.Both regulators enforce the tra�c speci�cation, for each connection so that tra�cgoing into the scheduler always satis�es the tra�c speci�cation.Scheduler algorithm services all packets in the order of priority. It is a non-preemptive static priority scheduler. It has a number of prioritized real-time queuesand a non real-time packet queue. Packets at priority level 1 have the highest priority.A connection is assigned a priority at connection establishment time. The schedulerservices packets in FCFS order from the highest non-empty priority queue. Non real-time packets are serviced when there are no real-time packets waiting at the schedulerto be serviced. No order is speci�ed for the service of non real-time packets. Bylimiting the number of connections at each priority level using an admissions controlprocedure the scheduler can provide delay bounds to the packets depending on thepriority level to which they belong.The residence time of a packet in an RCSP switch has two components: the holdingtime in the regulator and the waiting time at the scheduler. A delay bound on waitingtime is associated with each priority level. Let d1; d2; : : : ; dn(d1 < d2 < � � � < dn) bethe delay bounds associated with each of the n priority levels, respectively. Assumethe jth connection among ik connections traversing switch at priority level k has thetra�c speci�cation (Xmink;j ; Xavek;j ; Ik;j; Pk;j). Also assume that the link speed is l,and the size of the largest packet that can be transmitted over the link is Pmax. Then25



we have the following results. Firstly, ifmXk=1 ikXj=1d dmXmink;j ePk;j + Pmax � dml; (4)the waiting time of an eligible packet at level m is bounded by dm.Let a connection with tra�c speci�cation (Xmin; Xave; I; P ) passing through twoRCSP switches connected in cascade be assigned a priority level with delay bound dat the �rst switch. If connection admission control is satis�ed at both switches, thenthe waiting time in the �rst switch plus the holding time in the second switch is lessthan d if a rate jitter controlling regulator is used, and is equal to d if a delay jittercontrolling regulator is used at the second switch.Consider a connection passing through k switches connected in cascade where endto end propagation delay is �. Assume that the connection is assigned to the prioritylevels with delay bounds di1; : : : ; dik at each switch, respectively. If admission controlconditions are satis�ed at each switch, then the end to end delay for any connectionis bounded by Pkj=1 dij +� for both types of regulators. If a delay jitter regulator isused then delay jitter for any packet is bounded by dik . The amount of bu�er spaceequal to (d dij�1Xmin e+ d dijXmin e)P is needed by connection i at switch j to prevent packetloss (j = 1; : : : ; k; di0 = 0).RCSP provides end-to-end delay guarantees to ows, in addition it provides ratejitter and delay jitter control through the use of rate jitter and delay jitter controllingregulators. While it gives complete exibility in rate allocation, it also provides forvarying levels of delay bounds based on the priority assigned to a connection. Thereis no coupling between rate and delay allocations. Hence, one connection can have alow bandwidth but a strict delay bound along with another connection having highbandwidth but a more relaxed delay bound. Many scheduling disciplines use sortedpriority queues in their design. As a sorted priority queue has an O(logN) insertionoperation, these scheduling disciplines are unsuitable for high speed networks. RCSPdoes not use sorted priority queues, and is suitable for implementation in high speednetworks.
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2.6 Link-sharingSally Floyd [8] proposed mechanisms for link-sharing and resource management inpacket networks, and presented algorithms for hierarchical link-sharing. By link-sharing is meant the a method to allow the bandwidth on a link to be shared amongdi�erent tra�c entities, where a tra�c entity can be an individual ow or an aggre-gation of ows. Hierarchical link-sharing allows multiple agencies, protocol families,or tra�c types to share bandwidth on a link in a controlled fashion. Instead of usingseparate mechanisms for link-sharing and real time services, the approach suggestedis to view the link-sharing and real-time service requirements as simultaneous andcomplementary. Both requirements can be implemented with a uni�ed set of mecha-nisms.Because of the decentralized nature of the Internet, composed of multiple adminis-trative domains with a wide range of resource limitations, control of Internet resourcesinvolves local decisions on usage as well as considerations of end to end requirements.Link-sharing goal is to allow control on distribution of bandwidth on local links inresponse to local needs and allow isolation of real-time and best-e�ort tra�c. Thisisolation allows the use of packet scheduling algorithms that provide priority basedscheduling designed to meet end to end requirements of real-time tra�c.One requirement for link-sharing is to allow a link to be shared by multiple orga-nizations. Each organization is given a guaranteed bandwidth share on the link andunused bandwidth is available for other organizations to share. In an organizationthere might be a need to share bandwidth among multiple protocol families. Thelinks bandwidth would also required to be shared between di�erent tra�c types, forexample audio tra�c, video tra�c, FTP tra�c, etc. These requirements lead to theneed to support a hierarchical link-sharing structure as shown in Figure 2.8. Anothergoal of link-sharing can be to enforce explicit mechanisms at the gateway to preventstarvation of lower priority tra�c.The method suggested to achieve goals of link-sharing is to conceptually breakthe scheduler into a general scheduler and a link-sharing scheduler. In the absenceof congestion the general scheduler could use any scheduler mechanism to schedulethe packets. On congestion the link-sharing scheduler would come into play to ratelimit the overlimit classes of tra�c. Link-sharing mechanisms take minimum actionto ensure that classes receive the allocated share of bandwidth over relevant timeintervals. 27



One approach to link-sharing is based on the hierarchical class-based resourcemanagement proposed initially by Van Jacobson [3]. This approach is called class-based queueing(CBQ). An implementation of CBQ is discussed in a Section 3.1.
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can be shared among multiple connections. In the example, Agency A should receive50% of the bandwidth over relevant time intervals. If agency A's real-time class doesnot have enough data to send then the excess bandwidth then the excess bandwidthwould be allocated to other subclasses of Agency A.The main goals of links sharing are as follows.1. Each interior or leaf class should receive roughly its allocated bandwidth overappropriate time intervals.2. If all leaf and interior classes with su�cient demand have received their allo-cated bandwidth share, the distribution of any excess bandwidth should not bearbitrary but follow some set of reasonable guidelines.2.6.1 Link-sharing GuidelinesA formal set of guidelines for link-sharing and approximations to the formal set of link-sharing guidelines have been de�ned. The following de�nitions will help understandthe guidelines.regulated and unregulated classes A class is regulated if packets from that classare being scheduled by the link-sharing scheduler at the gateway; a class issaid to be unregulated if tra�c from the class is being scheduled by the generalscheduler.classi�er, estimator The classi�er classi�es packets arriving at the gateway to ap-propriate class for the output link. The estimator estimates the bandwidth usedby each class over appropriate time interval, to determine whether or not a classhas been receiving its link-sharing bandwidth.overlimit, underlimit, at-limit A class is said to be overlimit if it has recentlyused more than its allocated bandwidth, underlimit if it has used less than aspeci�ed fraction of its link-sharing bandwidth and at-limit otherwise.satis�ed, unsatis�ed A leaf class is de�ned as unsatis�ed with the link-sharingbehaviour if it is underlimit and has a persistent backlog, and satis�ed otherwise.A non-leaf class is de�ned as unsatis�ed with the link-sharing behaviour if it isunderlimit and has some descendant class with a persistent backlog.29



levels All leaf classes in the link-sharing structure are de�ned to be at level 1, andeach interior class has a level one greater than the highest level of any of itschildren.The formal link-sharing guidelines state that a class can continue unregulated ifone of the following conditions hold.1. The class is not overlimit, or2. The class has a not-overlimit ancestor at level i, and there are no unsatis�edclasses in the link-sharing structure at levels lower than i.Otherwise the class will be regulated by the link-sharing scheduler. These link-sharingguide lines are used to decide if a class is allowed to be scheduled by the generalscheduler, unregulated, or whether the class should have its bandwidth regulated byby the link-sharing scheduler. The division of bandwidth among unregulated classesis determined by the general scheduler. These guidelines are used to determine whena class is using more than the bandwidth allocated to it, causing some other classto be in an unsatis�ed state. The link-sharing guidelines do not specify about howoften the scheduler should check whether a class needs to be regulated. This canbe decided upon in implementations based on the requirements. With formal link-sharing guidelines the decision whether or not to regulate a class, depends not onlyon the limit status of the parent classes, but also on the `satis�ed' status of otherclasses in the link-sharing structure. Though it is possible that these formal link-sharing guidelines could be e�ciently implemented, however, several approximationsto the formal link-sharing guidelines that lend themselves more readily to e�cientimplementations have been suggested. The approximations suggested are Ancestors-Only link-sharing and Top-Level link-sharing.
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Chapter 3
Simulator and ImplementationsWe have conducted a simulation study of selected scheduling disciplines. Our goalwas to compare the performance of the scheduling disciplines in serving tra�c mixesconsisting of di�erent kinds of tra�c ows. The simulation framework that we haveused is built on ns, the object oriented network simulator, developed at LawrenceBerkeley Network Laboratory. ns [5] began as a variant of REAL Network simulatorin 1989 and its development is now an ongoing collaboration with the VINT project.ns is an object oriented simulator written in C++ with an OTcl interpreter asits front-end. OTcl [20], developed at MIT, is an extension to Tcl/Tk for objectoriented programming. The simulator supports a class hierarchy in C++ and asimilar class hierarchy within the interpreter. In the user's perspective there is aone-to-one correspondence between a class in the interpreted hierarchy and one inthe compiled hierarchy. Users create new simulator objects through the interpreterand these objects are instantiated within the interpreter and are closely mirrored bycorresponding objects in the compiled hierarchy.The simulator has many features desirable for our study. Among the featuresuseful to us are the following:� Classi�cation of packets. Classi�ers are provided to match a packet against somelogical criteria and perform actions based on the match results. In particular,a hash classi�er is used to classify a packet as a member of a particular ow.The packet header supports a ow ID �eld. Packets are assigned to ows basedon the ow ID. This facilitates di�erential treatment to ows.� An extensible queue management and packet scheduling framework. A base31



class provides the basic functionality to implement a queueing discipline withvirtual functions for implementing enque and deque operations at a node. Thisaids the addition of new queueing disciplines by implementing the enque oper-ation where a decision is to be taken on what to do with a packet that is tobe added to the queue, and the deque operation where the next packet to betransmitted is chosen.� In addition to simple FIFO scheduling, some other scheduling disciplines comeas a part of the simulator. The most interesting among these is the CBQ in-cluding a priority based round robin scheduler. There are a few more schedulingdisciplines namely Fair Queueing, Stochastic Fair Queueing, and De�cit Round-robin scheduling.� Trace and monitoring support. Number of ways are provided for collectingoutput or trace data on a simulation. Two distinct functional capabilities aresupported. The �rst, called traces, record information on each individual packetas it arrives, departs or is dropped at a link or queue. The other type, calledmonitors, records counts of various interesting quantities such as packet andbyte arrivals, departures, etc. Monitors can monitor counts associated with theall packets at a node or on a per-ow basis.� An extensible tra�c generation framework. A base class provides the basicfunctionality for tra�c generation. A virtual function is provided to return thesize of the next packet to be sent by a particular transport agent and the nexttime this function should be called. Some simple tra�c generators come withthe simulator which includes a constant bit rate tra�c generator for generatingtra�c according to a deterministic rate. On/o� Tra�c generation according toexponential and Pareto distributions is also supported.3.1 CBQIn this section we discuss CBQ as implemented in ns. CBQ is a hierarchical, classbased resource management framework which supports a link-sharing structure andis built on the guidelines as mentioned in Section 2.6. The implementation is basedon the conceptual idea of a general scheduler to schedule packets from unregulatedclasses and a link-sharing scheduler to schedule packets from regulated classes.32



3.1.1 EstimatorIn order to decide when class is overlimit and may need to be regulated, an estimatoris used. On transmission of a packet from a class the estimator is used to recomputethe limit status of this class and all its ancestor classes. The estimator uses anexponential weighted moving average(EWMA). The estimator looks at the recentinter-packet departure times giving a decaying weight to the most distant packets, itcomputes the mean inter-packet departure time. Let d be the discrepancy betweenthe actual inter-departure time and the allocated inter-departure time for the classtaking into consideration the packet that has just been sent. The exponential weightedmoving average, avg of the d variable is computed using the following equation.avg  (1� w)avg + w � d:Here w determines the time constant of the estimator, how quickly avg catches upto reect a sudden change in the sending rate of a ow. A lower value for w meansit takes more time for the avg to reect a change in the rate. Note that negativevalues of d and avg indicate the class is exceeding its link-sharing bandwidth andnon-negative values indicate otherwise. Another consideration is the control on themaximum burst that can be sent from a class which has been idle for a long time. Bysetting a maximum value as a limit for the values that avg can take, a limit can beset on the maximum burst that can be sent by a class which has been idle for a longperiod. Accordingly, a limit on the minimum value of avg controls to what extentthe limit status of a class should be inuenced by previous bandwidth the class hasreceived in excess of its allocated share. While avg indicates the limit status of a class,it is actually reected through a time-to-send �eld in the class. The time-to-send �eldindicates the next time the gateway is allowed to send a packet from that class. Ifavg is positive, it means that the class is under limit and the time-to-send �eld is setto 0. If avg is negative then time-to-send �eld is set to a value x, such that if thegateway waits x seconds before sending a packet from the class then the class will nolonger be over its limit. x is computed using the following equation.x = �avg1� ww + f(s; b) (1)where s is the size of the packet just transmitted from the class which is allocateda link-sharing bandwidth b. f(s; b) is the inter-departure time between successivepackets if the class is sending precisely at the link-sharing bandwidth b.33



3.1.2 General SchedulerThe general scheduler schedules packets from unregulated classes. A separate queueis maintained for each class associated with an output link. Packets from higherpriority classes are scheduled �rst. Within classes of the same priority the generalscheduler uses a variant of weighted round-robin scheduling with weights proportionalto bandwidth allocated to the classes. Use of weighted round-robin ensures thathigher priority classes receive their allocated bandwidth over fairly small intervals oftime. Weighted round-robin scheduling ensures that the bandwidth is distributed tounregulated classes of the same priority in proportion to bandwidth allocated to theclasses. The use of priority general scheduler with weighted round-robin within levelsresults in excess bandwidth being distributed to the higher priority classes, with thedistribution being proportional to the relative link sharing allocations of those classes.Before the general scheduler schedules a packet it checks the limit status of theclass. It examines the time-to-send �eld and behaves as follows.1. If time-to-send is 0 then the class is at-limit or underlimit and hence allowed totransmit the packet.2. If time-to-send is positive and less than the current time, it may be overlimitbut is allowed to transmit the packet.3. If time-to-send is greater than current time then the class is overlimit, never-theless, it may be allowed to transmit a packet if permitted by the link-sharingguidelines.3.1.3 Link-sharing schedulerThe purpose of the link-sharing scheduler is to schedule packets from classes that areoverlimit and found necessary to be regulated according to the link-sharing guidelines.The link-sharing scheduler sets the time-to-send �eld for a regulated class to f(s; b) =s=b seconds ahead of current time. Where s is the size of the packet just transmittedand b is the bandwidth share, in bytes per second, that is allocated to the class.This results in the class being considered as overlimit by the general scheduler untilthe time in the time-to-send �eld. At that time it becomes unregulated and thegeneral scheduler schedules a packet from the class. If the class is still calculated tobe overlimit after the packet is sent, time-to-send �eld is again set to s=b seconds34



ahead of current time. This method of working means that a class is never restrictedby the link-sharing scheduler to less than its allocated bandwidth, regardless of theexcess bandwidth used by the class in the past. Even for a regulated class the exactscheduling of packets is still determined by the general scheduler. This means thatthe priority-based general scheduler is likely to send a packet from a high priorityregulated class soon after the time indicated in the time-to-send �eld. A low priorityregulated class could be delayed somewhat longer before sending a packet from theclass. However, if a class is delayed too often then the class may no longer remainoverlimit and hence need not be regulated by the link-sharing scheduler.3.2 Implementation of WFQOur implementation of the WFQ is based on the virtual time concept to track progressof the GPS leading to a practical implementation of PGPS as suggested in [16].An event denotes each arrival and departure at the server. Let tj be the time atwhich the jth event occurs. A busy period is when the server has packets in serviceor ready to be served. Let the starting time of the �rst busy period be t1 = 0. Foreach j = 2; 3; : : : ; set of sessions busy in the interval (tj�1; tj) is �xed, and we maydenote this set as Bj. Virtual time V (t) is de�ned to be zero all times that the serveris idle. For any busy session V (t) is calculated as follows.V (0) = 0V (tj�1; �) = V (tj�1) + �Pi2Bj �i� � tj � tj�1; j = 2; 3; : : :where �i as de�ned in Section 2.2 is the weight associated with a session i. Theseequations imply that V increases at a rate 1Pi2Bj �i and each backlogged sessionreceives service at a rate �iPi2Bj �i . V is increasing at the marginal rate at whichbacklogged sessions receive service. When the kth packet belonging to session i oflength Lki arrives at time aki , its virtual starting time Ski and virtual �nishing timeF ki of the packet are calculated using the equationsSki = maxfF k�1i ; V (aki )gF ki = Ski + LkiC�i35



where C is the link speed. The advantages of using virtual time approach is, �rstlyvirtual time is to be updated only on occurrence of events as de�ned earlier. Secondlythe virtual time �nishing time of a packet can be calculated at packet arrival. This ispossible because virtual time tracks the progress by changing its rate according to thenumber of active sessions and its weights. When more sessions are active it progressesslowly but when only few sessions are active it picks up speed. For each packet, onarrival, its virtual time �nishing time is calculated and the packet is stamped withthis virtual time. Packet are serviced in the order of increasing time stamps.In the design of a bu�ering policy to be used with WFQ it would be desirable toallow complete utilization of the bu�er space and also allow ows to be able to occupybu�er space proportional to their weights. This does not seem to be easy to achieve.On packet arrival, if there is going to be a bu�er overow then a packet is to pickedfor removal. It might be desirable to pick the packet belonging to a session thathas been exceeding a quota, calculated based on its weight and maximum bu�er sizeavailable. But this packet may have already inuenced the virtual time calculationsdone after its arrival and these calculations need to be redone. Since this would be acostly a�air, we use a di�erent approach. We maintain a variable threshold. Whenthe total number of packets is to exceed the threshold and the arriving packet belongsto a session that is exceeding its quota then we drop the packet. Doing this we getminimum utilization of threshold value for bu�er space. On exceeding threshold onlypackets belonging to sessions exceeding their quota are dropped. Packets belongingto a session that is not exceeding its quota are dropped only when the complete bu�erspace is occupied.3.3 Implementation of RCSPIt has been shown in Section 2.5 that the RCSP server has two components, the ratecontroller and the scheduler. The rate controller contains a set of regulators, one perow. However, this conceptual decomposition into multiple regulators does not implythere must be multiple physical regulators.On packet arrival its eligibility time is calculated, and it is the purpose of theregulator to hold the packets till they become eligible. Holding packets till theybecome eligible means the maintenance of a set of timers. The timers are managedusing a calendar queue mechanism [2]. 36



The implementation of the regulator is as shown in Figure 3.1. The calendar queueconsists of a clock and a calendar. The calendar is a circular list of pointers indexedby time. Each entry of the list points to a linked list of packets and the priority levelthey belong to. The clocks ticks at a �xed time interval tick. Upon every tick, allpackets from the list pointed to by the current time entry in the circular list andcorresponding to the current time are handed to the scheduler. The priority level ofthe packet is used to decide the corresponding priority level in the scheduler at whichthe packet is to be queued.
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SchedulerRegulatorFigure 3.1: RCSP using Calendar QueueUpon arrival of each packet, the eligibility time of the packet, ET is calculated; ifb ETtickc is equal to the current clock time, the packet is appended at the correspondingreal-time queue of the scheduler; otherwise, the packet is appended at the calendarqueue entry corresponding to b ETtickc. Since the calendar is maintained as a circular lista modulo function on the list size is used to �nd the entry in the list correspondingto a given time. On retrieving packets corresponding to a tick it is to be checked ifthe packets eligibility time actually corresponds to the current time or some time infuture which also indexes to the same entry in the calendar. The data structures andthe calendar queue mechanism facilitate a fast implementation for the RCSP servermechanism.
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3.3.1 Support for ABR and UBR Tra�cThe RCSP policy is readily usable for real-time tra�c where the tra�c is often speci-�ed either with parameters like average rate, peak rate and averaging intervals. Thereis often need to make a minimum bandwidth reservation for some classes of tra�c.Neither is there a particular tra�c arrival pattern nor is it needed to be speci�ed, assuch ows may not need any delay or delay jitter guarantees. Such tra�c is classi�edas ABR tra�c. The RCSP mechanisms are not directly suitable for accommodatingsuch tra�c. We have made provision for accommodating ABR tra�c by making somechanges to the originally proposed scheme. It would work as usual for real-time tra�cwhose tra�c is characterized.The treatment of real-time tra�c is to regulate the tra�c as per the tra�c char-acterization and schedule the packets according to priority assigned to the ows. Theregulator mechanisms not only ensure that the tra�c obeys the given tra�c char-acteristics, but also ensure a minimum rate at which packets from a ow becomeeligible and ready to be scheduled by the scheduler. For ABR tra�c, we would likethe latter capability of the regulator in providing a minimum rate. As there is nocharacterization for ABR tra�c we need no regulatory mechanisms. The solutionprovided is to have one regulator for each ABR ow as before with the peak rate andaverage rate set to the minimum bandwidth guaranteed to the ow. However, AllABR packets are also queued in an alternative ABR queue and are always eligibleto be scheduled. The result is that packets become eligible at a minimum rate andreceive priority treatment like other real-time ows. When the server is idle it pickspackets from the ABR queue for scheduling. Depending on the arrival rate of theABR tra�c, it can �ll the gap between the link capacity and the bandwidth occupiedby real-time ows. It will be a policy issue as to how the alternate queue of ABRpackets are treated as compared to best e�ort tra�c.In the RCSP policy the UBR or best-e�ort tra�c is maintained in FIFO queues.Once packets exceed the bu�er capacity packets are dropped. In our implementationwe maintain the FIFO ordering for best-e�ort tra�c, however we have chosen to havea fair treatment of ows with respect to bu�er space allocation. When a packet arrivesand the bu�ers are full we choose the best-e�ort queue with the largest number ofpackets in the queue as the ow whose packet is to be dropped. The packet closestto the tail of the queue from the chosen ow is dropped from the queue.38



3.3.2 Support for a Di�erent Tra�c ModelAs discussed in Section 2.5 each real-time ow scheduled by the server has a spec-i�cation (Xmin; Xave; I; Smax). Xmin is the minimum inter-arrival time, Xave is theaverage inter-arrival time over an averaging interval I, and Smax is the maximumpacket size for a ow. The rate-controller part of the RCSP server is designed tosupport ows that have the the above mentioned tra�c model.We have suggested an implementation to support a di�erent tra�c model. Thenew model is based on an average rate and a maximum burst size. Packets are stillregulated not to exceed a maximum rate. The essential di�erence is that insteadof an explicit averaging interval over which the average rate is to be maintained,we instead ensure that the long time average rate is not exceeded and allow burstsaccording to the speci�ed burst size. We use a token bucket �lter for regulating thetra�c according to this model.
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a regulator till they become eligible. Eligible packets are enqueued into another waitqueue. Here packets are regulated by a token bucket �lter. Tokens are added to thebucket at the average rate and the maximum bucket size is given by the maximumburst size. If there are tokens in the bucket for the particular ow then the packetsbecome eligible for scheduling. If the bucket is empty then the packets wait for theirturn to come. This happens when more tokens are added to the bucket.The time intervals at which tokens are added to a ows bucket ensures that thelong term average rate of a ow is maintained at the output. The initial regulationensures that the ows max rate as speci�ed by Xmin is not exceeded. An interestingconsequence is that the bounds on the delay and delay jitter, and the bu�er spacerequired for a ow all remain as with the previous design. This is because boundsand the bu�er space requirement are based on the peak rate and average rate doesnot a�ect their values.3.4 Guaranteed Service Using CBQ and RCSPExisting CBQ implementation using a Weighted round-robin scheduler as the generalscheduler has many useful properties, but certain desirable features, not supported inits current form are, nevertheless, present in other scheduling disciplines. The existingimplementation of the CBQ does not provide exible support for guaranteed service.The support for guaranteed service that we are discussing here is from a draftpaper [7] which discusses the implementation of guaranteed service using CBQ.3.4.1 CBQ and Guaranteed ServiceThe router that is to support a guaranteed service is given the tra�c speci�cationand service speci�cation. The tra�c speci�cation consists of a token bucket with abucket depth b and bucket rate r. The source should be policed at the edge of thenetwork by such a token bucket. The service speci�cation consists of a rate R forR � r. The ow's service at the router is characterized by the bandwidth R anda bu�er size B, where B is derived from the given tra�c speci�cation. The routerensures that for a ow following the given speci�cations, the per packet queueingdelay will be less than b=R + C=R + D. Here b/R is attributed to a bucket b ofpackets arriving instantaneously and e�ectively transmitted at rate R. The C=R and40



D terms include the queueing delay due to transmission delay of the packet currentlyin service and delay due to other real-time packets scheduled to be sent before thepacket in question.The real-time classes are proposed to be among the priority 1 classes. Considerthe worst-case delay of a packet for connection i at a particular gateway. Assumethere are at most k priority-1 classes with the ith class having a bandwidth of �i.Let the link capacity of the output link be � bytes/sec. Assume, in addition, thatat most half the band-width is allocated to priority-1 classes. Though this is not anecessary condition it is used for simplifying the analysis. For a class-Ci packet thatarrives at the gateway with no class-Ci backlog and no de�cit is guaranteed to receiveits allocated share of bandwidth in each round and a packet may wait at mostM=2 + kL� � 2kL� secsHere M is the total number of bytes belonging to priority-1 class which are servicedin each round of the round-robin scheme, and L is the maximum packet size in bytes.To summarize, the worst case delay for all priority-1 classes is the same, however,it is not a function of the bandwidth allocated to the class. This worst-case delay thathas been discussed is based on the assumption that not more than half the bandwidthis allocated to the classes at priority 1.3.4.2 Incorporating an RCSP classIn this section we present an alternative approach based on RCSP scheduling that�ts itself into the link-sharing paradigm that is supported by CBQ. To review thehighlights of the RCSP scheme discussed in Section 2.5, it supports multiple prioritylevels corresponding to di�erent local delay bounds, rate jitter control or delay jittercontrol is provided and the amount of bu�er space needed to support a connectionwith a given tra�c speci�cation is bounded. It can support tra�c speci�cationsbased on averaging interval as well as that based on bucket size as discussed inSection 3.3.2. Rate allocation is exible and is not coupled with allocation of queueingdelays. The big advantage in the CBQ scheme is in the provision for allocation oflink-bandwidth to classes without any knowledge of the arrival pattern, and at thesame an independent priority service is possible.41
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Figure 3.3: Extending CBQ to use RCSPIn an attempt to take advantage of the exible mechanisms for allocation of re-sources to real-time ows by the RCSP scheduler and also provide some of the ad-vantages of CBQ, we have designed and implemented an extension that is simple asit uses the existing implementations e�ectively. Our suggestion is that in the linksharing structure, all real-time classes are assigned to a special class called RCSPclass which is in some sense an exempt class. All the non-real-time ows form a partof the link-sharing structure as in the normal case of CBQ. This design is shown inFigure 3.3. Packets belonging to the real-time classes that are assigned to the RCSPclass are queued at the RCSP server on arrival, other packets enter FIFO-queuesand are served by a round-robin scheduler according to the CBQ scheme. When theoutput link is free to service the next packet, a check is made to see if there are anyeligible packets waiting at the RCSP server's priority scheduler. Packets waiting atthis scheduler are given the �rst priority for service. If there are no packets fromthe RCSP server waiting to be serviced then a packet is chosen for service by thepriority based weighted round-robin server. If the class to which the packet belongsis underlimit then it gets serviced. If it is overlimit then a check is made accordingto the link-sharing guidelines if it can be serviced. The class may need to regulatedby the link-sharing scheduler, else it is serviced next. On servicing each packet, theestimator updates the limit status of the class. The only changes necessary are toinclude a check on packet arrival and departure. On arrival it is to be checked as towhich scheduler the packet it is to be enqueued. When the link is free to send thenext packet, a check is to be made to decide whether the RCSP server has a packetready for service, else CBQ server takes the opportunity.42



Though the RCSP class is getting the exempt status, it is to be noted that theregulators, forming the rate controller part of the RCSP server, ensures rate controlof ows to maintain the allocated average rate over some time intervals. The timeintervals depends on the tra�c speci�cation to be used. Since the RCSP class getsthe topmost priority, the behaviour with respect to real-time ows is same as in thecase of a stand alone RCSP server. If there are n real-time ows and each ow i isassigned an average rate ri then the RCSP class is e�ectively allocated a bandwidthof rRCSP = Pni=1 ri. The remaining link bandwidth rCBQ can be allocated among theother classes. Due to a regulatory mechanism inbuilt in the RCSP server it �ts intothe link-sharing paradigm as a highest priority class which is never regulated by thelink-sharing scheduler. However there is a guarantee that over su�cient intervals oftime it remains underlimit or at-limit.In the perspective of the RCSP server, the new scheme �ts in as having a CBQserver serving the non-real-time packets instead of a simple FIFO queue that is shownin Figure 2.7. In the perspective of the CBQ server, the RCSP ows form an exemptclass with an RCSP server taking responsibility of the class, and the rest of the owsare served by the combination of general-scheduler and link-sharing scheduler. Thisdesign seems to be �ne in view of supporting a class structure with allocations amongdi�erent tra�c types whether aggregate classes or classes for individual connections,however, it is still to be investigated in the scenario of also trying to share bandwidthamong di�erent agencies or protocol families.With simple modi�cations to existing implementations a mechanism for achiev-ing exibility of allocating resources to real-time ows and exibility of link-sharingamong non-real-time ows has been designed and implemented. In the next chapterwe provide experimental results to support our claim.3.5 Modeling Video Tra�cThe simulator, ns, provides support for some tra�c source models. Existing tra�cgenerators support Constant bit rate sources and simple variable bit rate sourcesbased on an on/o� tra�c model following exponential and Pareto distributions. Wewanted to study scheduling disciplines with respect to how well they work for variouskind of tra�c categories. Variable bit rate tra�c is one of the important categories,this is tra�c of a bursty nature. Tra�c from video sources is expected to be a43



substantial portion of the tra�c carried by emerging broadband integrated networks.Compressed video tra�c transmitted on the network is generally variable bit ratecoded video.We have implemented as part of the simulator a VBR tra�c generator in which wesupport statistical source models for VBR coded video. Video compression techniquesare based on scene changes in the video. A video sequence consists of scenes, a scene inturn consists of multiple frames. At the start of a scene the complete frame is neededto be transmitted but subsequent frames may have lot of frame content common tothe initial frame. It would be enough to transmit the di�erence between the framesrather than the complete frame. Hence, while high bit rate is needed for the �rstframe of a scene, lower bit rates may su�ce for subsequent frames in the scene. Inorder to model a source we require to model scene lengths, the size of the �rst frameof a scene and the size of frames within scenes.As discussed in [12] a single model based on a few physically meaningful pa-rameters and applicable to all kinds of sequences is not possible. Three statisticaldistributions are used as candidates for describing scene length, scene change framesize and intermediate frame size. The three distributions that have been chosen arethe Gamma distribution, the Weibull Distribution, and the Pareto distribution. Weassume frames to be equally spaced, at a rate of 30 frames per second. Transmissionfrom the source is such that packets carrying the frame contents are evenly spacedduring the interframe interval, packets are not transmitted in bursts in some subin-terval of the interframe interval. The particular distribution to be used for modelingeach of parameters, the parameters pertaining to the individual distributions, and ascale parameter are all values that can be chosen for a particular VBR source. Herethe scale parameter decides the size of a typical scene change frame, the purpose ofsuch a parameter is to be able to choose di�erent resolutions for the video signal thatis transmitted. The maximum bit rate requirements depend on the resolution andthe frame rate. Though the frame rate is �xed at 30 frames per second we can varythe resolution parameter.
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Chapter 4
Experiments and ResultsWe used the simulation tool described in Chapter 3 to compare the performance ofscheduling disciplines in serving tra�c mixes of various kinds of tra�c types withtheir respective performance requirements. The scheduling disciplines that were usedfor the simulation study are WFQ, CBQ and RCSP. The tra�c types that constitutethe tra�c mixes are outlined as follows:1. Constant bit rate(CBR) tra�c. Packets arrive at constant time intervals. Weprovide minimum bandwidth guarantees to these ows and are interested inproviding bounds on the packet delays and losses.2. Variable bit rate(VBR) tra�c. Packet arrival rate is not constant and typicallybursty in nature. We provide minimum bandwidth guarantees to these owsand are interested in providing bounds on the packet delays and losses.3. Available bit rate(ABR) tra�c. No packet arrival pattern is speci�ed. Weprovide minimum bandwidth guarantee to these ows, no delay guarantees needto be provided4. Unspeci�ed bit rate(UBR) tra�c. No packet arrival pattern is speci�ed. Neitherdo we provide any bandwidth guarantees, nor any delay guarantees to theseows.For our experiments, we used the network topology shown in Figure 4.1. Thetra�c corresponding to each ow is generated at a separate node. All ows have acommon sink and traverse a common bottleneck link. The scheduling disciplines to be45



tested upon are employed at the router for scheduling the packets to be transmittedon the bottleneck link in order to provide quality of service to ows. By providinga guarantee on minimum data rates and by bounding the packet delays on each linkalong the path of a ow we can ensure a bound on the end-to-end delays and a boundon packet losses. It would be interesting to study the performance of the schedulingdisciplines at the bottleneck link for two reasons. Firstly, the load on the link wouldbe high. If the load is less, i.e., the available bandwidth is su�ciently larger thanthe demand, then it would not be very di�cult for the scheduling disciplines toprovide loss-less service with minimal packet delays. Secondly, interactions of packetsfrom various ows at the router along with high load at the output link would makeit di�cult for the scheduling disciplines to provide required quality of service to theows. This would help to bring out the di�erence in the performance of the schedulingdisciplines.
Bottleneck link

Traffic Sources 5Mbps Sink

Router

Figure 4.1: Topology of the Network usedFor CBR ows we have chosen a data rate of 64 Kbps, the typical bandwidthrequired for audio tra�c. The CBR tra�c generator generates packets of size 210bytes at a rate of 64 Kbps. For VBR ows we use tra�c generated by video sourceswhich are modeled according to the distributions discussed in Section 3.5. Gammadistributions are used for modeling scene length, initial frame size, and subsequentframe size. The parameters that can be chosen for a gamma distribution are order,and scale.� For scene length in number of frames, we set order = 30 and scale = 3:5 givingscene lengths in the range of about 50 to 200 frames. At a frame rate of 25frames/s this gives scene durations ranging from 2 to 8 seconds.� For initial frame size in kilobytes, we set order = 30 and scale = 2:9 givingframe sizes in the range of about 50 KB to 150 KB.46



� For subsequent frame size in kilobytes, we set order = 15 and scale = 2:0 givingframe sizes in the range of about 10 KB to 60 KB.These frames sizes correspond to VBR scale value of 1. We used three di�erent scalesfor VBR sources giving us VBR types VBR-1, VBR-2, and VBR-3 corresponding toscale values of 0.0367, 0.726 and 0.1445 respectively. These VBR sources generatepackets of size 300 bytes at an average rate of approximately 194 Kbps, 415 Kbps,and 852 Kbps. For ABR ows, as the only criterion to be checked was whetherthey get their minimum guaranteed bandwidth, we only had to ensure an arrival ratehigher than the allocated rate. There are two kinds of ABR ows which are allocatedminimum rates of 150 Kbps, and 225 Kbps. Even in case of ABR tra�c, we haveused the same sources used for modeling video tra�c. We have chosen scale valuesof 0.5 and 1.0 for these ows which ensures that their arrival rates are higher thantheir allocated rates.Table 4.1 shows the parameter values used for the di�erent ow types. The CBRows are given the highest priority followed by VBR, and ABR ows. The thirdcolumn shows the bu�er space, in number of packets, allocated to ows. As CBRand VBR ows have higher priority, packets of these ows need not wait for longbefore being picked for service. ABR packets on the other hand would have to waitin the queues for a longer before receiving service. Hence, CBR and VBR ows areallocated smaller bu�er space as compared to ABR ows. The 4th and 5th columnsFlow Priority Bu�er Space Bandwidth Xavg(ms) Xmin(ms) IType (pkts) (%)CBR 1 10 1.280 26.250 26.250 -VBR-1 2 20 4.661 10.290 1.765 0.4VBR-2 2 40 9.968 4.815 0.882 0.8VBR-3 2 80 20.444 2.348 0.441 1.2ABR-1 3 150 3.000 15.630 15.630 -ABR-2 3 150 4.500 10.470 10.470 -Table 4.1: Parameters used for CBR, VBR and ABR owsshow the average bandwidth allocated to ows. For CBQ it is expressed as percentageof the link bandwidth, while for RCSP it is expressed as average packet inter-arrivaltime(Xavg). The values shown reect an average rate of 64 Kbps for CBR ows, and20% more than the estimated average rates for VBR ows. While the CBR owshave no peaks, we found it necessary to allocate some additional bandwidth to VBR47



ows to handle peaks sustained over some duration of time. In our experiments wefound that allocating an additional bandwidth of 20% to VBR ows gives acceptablequeueing delays. The column corresponding to Xmin gives the minimum packet inter-arrival time used by RCSP which indicates the maximum peak rate allowed. ForVBR ows, values are set for an estimated peaks of about 6 times the average rate.The last column gives the averaging interval over which the average data rate is tobe maintained, while allowing higher rates within the interval. Averaging interval isnot relevant for CBR and ABR ows as we set average rate equal to peak rate,The CBR and VBR ows have a QOS loss parameter of 1 percent with a maximumqueueing delay of 5 ms. Packets experiencing a delay of more than 5 ms are consideredas good as lost.A single seed is used to generate a set of seeds which in-turn are used to initializethe random number generators employed by VBR tra�c generators. This seed ismade a settable parameter so that a particular value can be chosen for a test. Usingdi�erent seeds for di�erent tests ensures that we take into account how the variationsin packet arrival patterns for VBR tra�c are handled by the scheduling disciplines.Making the random seed a settable parameter allows us to study how the same tra�carrival pattern is handled by di�erent scheduling disciplines.4.1 WFQExperiments were conducted to test the performance of WFQ for di�erent tra�cmixes. Weights were assigned to ows proportional to the estimated bandwidth re-quired. We considered tra�c mixes at di�erent estimated link loads. We discuss theresults of some of these experiments.Table 4.2 indicates the results obtained when serving 12 ows of type VBR-2 fora duration of 40 s. The estimated bandwidth required to serve all the ows is 98%of the link bandwidth. The 3rd column shows the number of packets received in theduration for which the tests were run, where the estimated value is 6922 packets.The last column shows the number of packets delayed beyond 5 ms as a percentageof the packets forwarded. None of the ows QOS guarantee is violated. Table 4.3indicates 2 sets of results obtained when serving mixtures of VBR-2 and VBR-3 kindof ows, and VBR-1 and VBR-3 kind of ows for a duration of 40s. The estimatedbandwidth required to serve all the ows in both cases is 90% of the link bandwidth.48



ID Type Packets rcvd. Late(%)0 VBR-2 6809 0.3381 VBR-2 6915 0.4052 VBR-2 6734 0.4603 VBR-2 6751 0.5484 VBR-2 6831 0.5425 VBR-2 6793 0.5456 VBR-2 6818 0.5727 VBR-2 6843 0.4828 VBR-2 6823 0.4549 VBR-2 6850 0.45310 VBR-2 6819 0.54311 VBR-2 6831 0.512Table 4.2: WFQ: Performance for VBR-2 owsThe estimated number of packets to be received for VBR-1 and VBR-3 ows are3237 and 14197 respectively. When serving a mixture of VBR-2 and VBR-3 ows,QOS guarantee of 2 VBR-2 ows is violated. When serving a mixture of VBR-1 andVBR-3 ows, QOS guarantee of 3 VBR-1 ows is violated.ID Type Packets rcvd. Late(%)0 VBR-2 6691 01 VBR-2 6935 02 VBR-2 6751 0.1933 VBR-2 6809 1.0434 VBR-2 6773 6.3045 VBR-3 13989 06 VBR-3 13928 07 VBR-3 13929 0
ID Type Packets rcvd. Late(%)0 VBR-1 3204 0.2181 VBR-1 3186 0.6912 VBR-1 3204 0.9363 VBR-1 3249 2.6784 VBR-1 3205 5.3675 VBR-1 3250 11.3546 VBR-3 14309 07 VBR-3 14153 08 VBR-3 14156 09 VBR-3 14147 0Table 4.3: WFQ: Performance for a mixture of 2 kinds of VBR owsFrom these results and from other experiments we conducted, we found that whenserving homogeneous tra�c, even under high link loads, WFQ gives good perfor-mance. However, when serving a mixture of 2 kinds of ows, the QOS guarantee of afew ows is violated even for a link load of about 90%. The violations occur for owsthat are reserved lesser bandwidth.The main reason for this behaviour of WFQ is that ows which are given higher49



weights are scheduled in a manner that they su�er lesser delays. It is not easy toreserve resources for ows requiring high bandwidth but high delay along with otherows requiring low bandwidth but lower delays. This also implies that it is not exibleenough to accommodate ABR tra�c along with the CBR and VBR tra�c, whereABR tra�c is to be guaranteed bandwidth without regard to delays. For example,if it is required to reserve 15% bandwidth to an ABR ow and 5% bandwidth to aCBR ow, then CBR packets will experience longer delays than ABR packets. Tosummarize, WFQ is not exible enough to accommodate tra�c mixes which includeCBR, VBR and ABR ows.4.2 Comparison between CBQ and RCSPNext, we discuss the experiments conducted to compare the performance of RCSPand CBQ scheduling disciplines under various link loads. For these experiments wehave 2 ABR-1 ows and 2 ABR-2 ows reserved a total of 15% of the link bandwidth.We know the estimated data rates for all the CBR and VBR ow types. With theseestimated data rates we generate all permutations of ow mixes which would requirebandwidths in the range of 75% to 90% for CBR and VBR ows, assuming a minimumof 1 CBR ow, 1 VBR-1 ow, 1 VBR-2 ow and 2 VBR-3 ows. For example, withestimated total bandwidth requirement in the range of 93% to 94%, there are 26permutations of ow mixes.Table 4.4 compares the performance of the CBQ and RCSP for one of these owmixes, falling in the 93-94% range, with 6 CBR ows, 3 VBR-1 ows, 1 VBR-2 ow,and 2 VBR-3 ows in addition to 4 ABR ows. The simulation was run for a durationof 40 s. In this duration, the estimates of the number of packets to be received are1524, 3237, 6922, and 14197 packets for CBR, VBR-1, VBR-2, and VBR-3 ows. Thetable compares the percentage of packets delayed beyond 5 ms, and the minimum andmaximum delays experienced by packets. Only data pertaining to CBR and VBRows is shown. It can be observed that when using CBQ one ow of type VBR-1 hasmore than one percent of its packets delayed beyond 5ms. This is an instance whereQOS guarantee of one of the ows is violated. An interesting observation about CBRows is that packet delays under CBQ is less compared to packet delays under RCSP.However, delay jitter, the di�erence between maximum and minimum delay, is lessunder RCSP compared to CBQ. 50



CBQ RCSPID Type Packets Late Delay(ms) Late Delay(ms)received (%) Min Max (%) Min Max0 CBR 1524 0 0 0.054 0 0.568 0.5971 CBR 1524 0 0 0.082 0 0.583 0.6132 CBR 1524 0 0 0.077 0 0.599 0.6293 CBR 1524 0 0 0.071 0 0.615 0.6464 CBR 1524 0 0 0.069 0 0.632 0.6625 CBR 1524 0 0 0.061 0 0.648 0.6796 VBR-1 3182 0.094 0 6.117 0 0 3.2097 VBR-1 3217 0 0 2.458 0 0 2.9968 VBR-1 3201 1.562 0 9.590 0 0 3.2189 VBR-2 6854 0.569 0 7.654 0 0 3.39010 VBR-3 14132 0.021 0 5.511 0.446 0 8.25111 VBR-3 13947 0 0 3.077 0.151 0 6.45412 VBR-3 14151 0.106 0 6.450 0 0 3.601Table 4.4: Results of an experiment comparing CBQ and RCSPNext, we consider the number of times the QOS guarantee of a particular type ofow is violated at various link loads. Table 4.5 summarizes the number of instanceswhere the QOS guarantee of ows are violated under CBQ and RCSP scheduling.Each row of the table corresponds to a di�erent range of estimated link load. Theentries in the table give counts of the number of instances where the QOS guarantee ofa ow type was violated under CBQ and RCSP. For example, the row correspondingto 93-94% link load summarizes the results for 26 ow mixes involving 256 CBR ows,96 VBR-1 ows, 47 VBR-2 ows, 56 VBR-3 ows. The violations of QOS guaranteesoccurs only for one instance corresponding to a VBR-1 ow in case of CBQ and oneinstance corresponding to a VBR-3 ow in case of RCSP. Since CBR ows have thehighest priority, their QOS guarantees are never violated. In the range of 90-97% linkload, QOS guarantees of VBR ows are violated on 10 instances when CBQ is usedand on 2 instances when RCSP is used. Though RCSP does perform better, in boththe cases, only in a very few of the instances the QOS guarantees violated. Underhigher link loads, in the range 97-100%, RCSP clearly performs better than CBQ.QOS guarantees are violated more in CBQ regime. Under overload conditions whenthe estimated bandwidth is more than the output link can support, RCSP clearlygives priority treatment to VBR ows as compared to ABR ows, while CBQ tries tofollow the link sharing guidelines even as it gives higher priority treatment to VBRows. Hence, RCSP still does well with respect to VBR ows; ABR ows su�er51



Link CBQ RCSPLoad V-1 V-2 V-3 A-1 A-2 V-1 V-2 V-3 A-1 A-290-91 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 091-92 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 092-93 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 093-94 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 094-95 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 095-96 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 096-97 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 097-98 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 098-99 2 1 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 099-100 7 5 10 0 2 0 0 2 2 2100-101 4 4 17 30 31 0 0 1 28 26101-102 2 6 18 64 63 0 0 0 64 64102-103 8 11 28 88 88 0 0 1 88 88103-104 7 11 32 76 76 1 0 2 76 76104-105 13 12 44 90 90 0 0 0 90 90Table 4.5: QOS violations when using RCSP and CBQlosses. In case of CBQ the packet losses are distributed among all ows and henceQOS guarantees of VBR ows are also violated quite often.4.2.1 In Absence of ABR owsIn the tra�c mixes considered thus far, the presence of ABR ows gives the schedulingdisciplines some exibility in accommodating real-time ows. For ABR ows, packetdelays are not of concern, and the bandwidth reserved for ABR ows is claimed byreal-time ows when their demand peaks. This may be followed by a duration wherethe ABR ows reclaim unused bandwidth. Though the ABR ows may not get theirreserved bandwidth over short time intervals the reservations are maintained overlonger time intervals. Hence, even under high link loads, QOS guarantee could begive to CBR and VBR ows without violating the minimum bandwidth guarantee toABR ows. We now look at the experiments conducted to compare the performancewhen trying to serve ow mixes containing only VBR and CBR ows.Table 4.6 compares the number of instances of QOS violations when using CBQand RCSP. We consider permutations of ow mixes with estimates of bandwidthrequired in the range of 85-100% of link bandwidth, where each ow mix has aminimum of 1 CBR ow, 1 VBR-1 ow, 2 VBR-2 ows, and 2 VBR-2 ows. It can52



seen from the table that while with CBQ we have less number of QOS violations whenwhen link load is under 90%, with RCSP we have less number of QOS violations evenwhen the link load goes up to 96%. To summarize, when serving only real-time ows,RCSP performs better than CBQ and makes provision for better resource utilization.Link CBQ RCSPLoad V-1 V-2 V-3 V-1 V-2 V-385-86 0 0 1 0 0 286-87 0 0 0 0 1 087-88 0 0 1 0 0 088-89 0 0 1 0 0 089-90 2 1 0 0 0 290-91 2 4 4 0 0 091-92 1 4 11 0 0 492-93 2 3 11 0 0 293-94 6 4 28 1 0 394-95 10 17 32 0 1 195-96 27 13 39 0 0 196-97 48 32 62 1 2 1697-98 54 66 78 10 12 1998-99 141 107 113 34 37 5099-100 173 145 111 99 76 80Table 4.6: QOS violations when using RCSP and CBQ, with no ABR ows
4.3 RCSP with a Token Bucket RegulatorThe experiments described in the previous section were repeated using RCSP with aToken Bucket Regulator(RCSP-TB). Table 4.7 shows the performance of RCSP-TBwhen serving one of the ow mixes with a required estimated bandwidth in the rangeof 93-94% of the link bandwidth. This table shows the results for the same set of owsfor which the the results when using CBQ and RCSP was presented in Table 4.4. Thebucket size used for VBR ows is 25 packets. The table presents the percentage ofpackets delayed beyond 5 ms, and the minimum and maximum delays experiencedby packets. It can be observed for CBR ows that the maximum delay is almost thesame as in the case of RCSP, but the delay jitter is larger. For VBR ows, while thedelays are comparable to those of RCSP, the number of packets delayed beyond 5msis lesser. 53



RCSP-TBID Type Packets Late Delay(ms)received (%) Min Max0 CBR 1524 0 0.358 0.5931 CBR 1524 0 0.370 0.6092 CBR 1524 0 0.383 0.6253 CBR 1524 0 0.396 0.6414 CBR 1524 0 0.409 0.6585 CBR 1524 0 0.422 0.6756 VBR-1 3182 0 0 2.5967 VBR-1 3217 0 0 2.6208 VBR-1 3201 0 0 2.7029 VBR-2 6854 0 0 2.75810 VBR-3 14132 0 0 3.16511 VBR-3 13947 0 0 4.30512 VBR-3 14151 0.014 0 5.120Table 4.7: Results of an experiment using RCSP-TBTable 4.8 shows the number of instances when the QOS guarantee of di�erent owtypes was violated under di�erent ranges of link loads for ow mixes containing CBR,VBR, and ABR ows. Table 4.9 shows the number of instances of violation of theQOS guarantee with ow mixes containing only CBR and VBR ows. Comparingthese results with the results shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 we can see that ascompared to CBQ or RCSP, the number of instances of QOS guarantee violations islesser, showing that RCSP-TB performs better.The reason for the better performance when using RCSP-TB is due to increasedexibility. RCSP uses an averaging interval; the amount of data that can be sent overany such interval is limited based on the average data rate assigned to a ow. Whenusing a Token Bucket regulator there is no strict averaging interval over which theaverage data rate is to be maintained, whereas, the number of tokens in the bucketdetermines how peak data rates can be handled. Tokens get accumulated at timeswhen the packet arrival rate is below the average rate assigned to it. The tokens canthen be used during peak transmission. This gives more exibility in handling peaks.The limit on the maximum bucket size, however, prevents ows from accumulatingtoo many tokens to send bursts for very long intervals.
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Link RCSP-TBLoad V-1 V-2 V-3 A-1 A-290-91 0 0 0 0 091-92 0 0 0 0 092-93 0 0 0 0 093-94 0 0 0 0 094-95 0 0 0 0 095-96 0 0 0 0 096-97 0 0 0 0 097-98 0 0 0 0 098-99 0 0 0 0 099-100 0 0 0 0 2100-101 0 0 0 26 28101-102 0 0 0 64 64102-103 0 0 0 88 88103-104 0 0 0 76 76104-105 0 0 0 90 90Table 4.8: QOS violations when using RCSP-TB
Link RCSP-TBLoad V-1 V-2 V-385-86 0 0 186-87 0 0 087-88 0 0 088-89 0 0 089-90 0 0 090-91 0 0 091-92 0 0 092-93 0 0 193-94 0 0 094-95 0 0 095-96 0 0 096-97 0 1 497-98 9 11 798-99 35 35 3199-100 101 75 65Table 4.9: QOS violations when using RCSP-TB, with no ABR ows55



4.4 Using RCSP in the Link Sharing modelAs explained in Section 3.4.2, an RCSP scheduler serving packets from an exemptclass can be used to service real-time ows along with CBQ which provides a exibleset of mechanisms for allocating resources to ows. Experiments were conducted tocheck the treatment of real-time ows by the RCSP scheduler that has been �t intothe link-sharing paradigm supported by CBQ. The e�ect of the RCSP scheduler onnon-realtime ows was also studied.The experiments described in Section 4.2 were repeated using the combined RCSPand CBQ scheme. The behaviour of scheduling scheme for CBR and VBR ows wasexactly the same as when using RCSP for scheduling. The reason for this is thatRCSP, being an exempt class, always gets the �rst chance to decide the packet to bescheduled next. Hence, the behaviour of RCSP used along with CBQ would be sameas when RCSP is used independently.Figure 4.2 shows the link-sharing structure used for an experiment to check thetreatment of real-time ows and the e�ect of including RCSP on treatment of non-realtime ows. The RCSP class serves 3 CBR ows, 6 VBR-1 ows, 2 VBR-2 ows,and 1 VBR-3 ow and requires an estimated bandwidth of 60%. The remainingbandwidth is shared among two non-realtime classes, class A and class B. 28% percentlink bandwidth is shared among two class A ows, F1 and F2, where F1 is given ahigher priority than F2. 12% link bandwidth is shared among two class B ows, F3and F4, where F3 has higher priority than F4. We use CBR sources for generatingtra�c for each of these ows at a rate equal to the output link bandwidth of 5 Mbps.
A B
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Figure 4.2: Link-sharing structure for the simulation56



Table 4.10 shows the results for a simulation run of 40 s. It compares CBQ usingthe conventional Weighted Round Robin(WRR) scheduler with CBQ using an RCSPscheduler with respect to the treatment of real-time ows. The columns shows theresults corresponding to percentage of packets delayed beyond 5 ms, and minimumand maximum queueing delays. It can be observed that with WRR, packets of CBRows experience lesser packet delays, but with RCSP there is lesser delay jitter. ForVBR ows, packet delays are lesser in case of RCSP as compared to WRR. In case ofCBQ/WRR CBQ/RCSPID Type Packets Late Delay(ms) Late Delay(ms)received (%) Min Max (%) Min Max0 CBR 1524 0 0 0.049 0 0.250 0.2811 CBR 1524 0 0 0.054 0 0.261 0.2922 CBR 1524 0 0 0.049 0 0.271 0.3033 VBR-1 3171 0 0 3.170 0 0 1.1924 VBR-1 3231 0 0 4.764 0 0 1.3785 VBR-1 3199 1.282 0 21.188 0 0 1.8396 VBR-1 3162 0.095 0 5.551 0 0 1.1987 VBR-1 3208 0.031 0 5.462 0 0 1.2078 VBR-1 3229 0.031 0 5.680 0 0 1.4119 VBR-2 6741 0 0 4.950 0 0 1.32810 VBR-2 6758 0 0 4.688 0 0 1.18711 VBR-3 13953 1.003 0 9.812 0.315 0 9.703Table 4.10: Treatment of real-time ows by CBQ/WRR and CBQ/RCSPusing WRR the QOS guarantees of ow 5 and ow 11 are violated, whereas, in caseof RCSP scheduler none of the ows QOS guarantees are violated. From this we seethat using an RCSP scheduler gives more desirable results with respect to real-timeows.Figure 4.3 compares the treatment of the four ows F1, F2, F3, and F4. Thegraphs show the bandwidth obtained by each ow along the y-axis against time onthe x-axis. The source corresponding to each of the ows is made to stop transmittingfor short durations in order to see how the bandwidth unutilized by the idle ow isshared among the active ows. First ow F3 stops transmitting for some duration,followed by F1, F2, and then F4. In both sets of graphs the following observationscan be made. Firstly, when all sources are transmitting, each ow gets at least thelinks sharing bandwidth allocated according to the link-sharing structure shown inFigure 4.2. Some ows get more than their allocated bandwidth. This happens57
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Figure 4.3: Treatment of non-realtime ows by CBQ/WRR and CBQ/RCSPbecause the requirement of real-time ows may temporarily reduce below the 60%mark. The excess bandwidth is to be allocated to ows F1 and F3 which have ahigher priority, and the bandwidth is to be shared in proportion to their link-sharingbandwidth. Since F1 is allocated a higher bandwidth it gets a larger part of theextra bandwidth. Secondly, when each class stops transmitting, excess bandwidthis used by the other class belonging to the same parent class. Thus, both classA and class B receive their allocated link-sharing bandwidth. However, when owF1 stops transmitting, F2, belonging to the same parent class, does not get all theexcess bandwidth, F3 eats into its share. When the data was sampled at smallertime intervals, it was observed that the bandwidth obtained by ow F2 toggles aboveand below class A's allocated share of 28%. As soon as class A exceeds the markit is regulated by the link-sharing scheduler. Changing a parameter to increase theduration of the ow's history that a�ects the estimation of bandwidth occupied makesF2 get a bandwidth share closer to the 28% mark. Finally, the most interestingobservation is that the graphs indicating the link-sharing among the non-realtimeows both when using the WRR scheduler and the RCSP scheduler are very similar.Hence, we get higher priority treatment of real-time ows by not compromising onlink-sharing guidelines used in the treatment of non-realtime ows.
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Chapter 5
ConclusionsIn this thesis, we have studied packet scheduling algorithms used at queueing points(routers) in a network. These scheduling algorithms are important for providingquality-of-service to various ows in terms of delay, delay variation, bandwidth andloss rate. A survey of various scheduling disciplines has been presented.We have used a simulation test-bed for our study of some select scheduling disci-plines. The aim was to provide a common platform for comparing the performanceof scheduling disciplines in serving di�erent tra�c mixes with their respective QOSrequirements. We used the simulation, ns [5], developed at Lawrence Berkeley Net-work Laboratory. This came with implementation of CBQ. We extended this pack-age by implementing weighted fair queueing(WFQ), and rate controlled static prior-ity(RCSP) queueing disciplines were added to the simulator. CBR tra�c generatorswere used for modeling audio sources, and Variable bit rate modeled video sourceswere implemented for generating VBR tra�c.As an extension the RCSP scheduling discipline, provision has been made forsupporting tra�c speci�cations using burst size and average rate. For this, a newregulator, based on a token bucket �lter, was designed and implemented. In anattempt to utilize the exibility of link-sharing along with the advantages of RCSPin servicing real-time ows, we have suggested a mechanism for incorporating RCSPinto the link-sharing paradigm.Several experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the schedulingdisciplines in handling tra�c mixes consisting of CBR, VBR, ABR, and UBR tra�ctypes. Below we summarize the results of the experiments.59



� WFQ performs well when serving homogeneous tra�c (several ows with similarspeci�cations). Its performance is acceptable when serving a mix of 2 or 3 typesof VBR tra�c. It is unsuitable for serving tra�c mixes containing CBR, VBR,and ABR tra�c types.� Both CBQ and RCSP give good results when serving tra�c mixes containingall tra�c types. However, RCSP performs better under higher network loads.� When serving tra�c mixes containing only CBR and VBR ows RCSP doesbetter than CBQ.� RCSP using a token bucket based regulator performs slightly better than normalRCSP due to the increased exibility in handling temporary peaks in packetarrival rates.� RCSP incorporated into the link-sharing framework gives the same results aswhen used independently with respect to treatment of real-time ows.� Incorporating RCSP into the link-sharing framework doesn't signi�cantly a�ectthe serving of non-realtime ows as speci�ed by the link-sharing guidelines.5.1 Future WorkThe audio tra�c used in the tests was from a simplistic constant bit rate tra�c gen-erator. Some e�ort has been made to model video tra�c generation. If we are ableto use actual audio and video tra�c samples for the study, it would give us a morerealistic idea about how the scheduling disciplines would perform under practical situ-ations. The simulation study we did consider a select set of the scheduling disciplinesthat have been proposed in the literature, implementing some more like stop-and-goqueueing and deadline based scheduling and studying them is also desirable.
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